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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM.J. HEARN, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at New 
York, in the county and State of New York, 
have invented new and useful Improvements 
in Pumps, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
This invention relates to an improvement 

in pumps, as set forth in the following speci 
fication and claim, and illustrated in the ac 
companying drawing, which represents a ver 
tical central section of a pump. 

In the drawing, the letter A indicates a bar 
rel, in which works a piston, B. The piston. 
rod C communicates with an actuator, such as 
a lever, D. The descent of the piston B al 
lows water or liquid to pass through the up 
wardly-opening valve X of the piston, and 
the ascent of such piston closes the valve X 
and forces the liquid which has collected above 
the piston B out through the discharge-open 
ing E. The barrel A communicates, by means 
of a pipe, F, with a vessel or chamber, G. In 
the chamber G rises a tube or pipe, H, for a 
certain distance, and said tube H communi 
cates with a lower chamber, I. 
lower chamber, I, a pipe or tube, K, leads to 
the fluid which is to be pumped. An up 
wardly-opening valve, L, sits over the upper 
mouth of the pipe K. - 
In the pipe H slides a piston, M, having an 

upwardly-opening valve, N. The piston Mis 
connected to a rod, O. To the rod O are se 
cured chambers or cups TRP, which are open 
at their lower portions. The upper portions 
of the cups T R P are closed by upwardly 
opening valves U. S. The upper portion of 
the cup P is closed by a downwardiy-opening 
valve, Q. The valve Q is made in the form 
of a spring-valve or equivalent device, so that 
the valve Qin its normal position is closed. 
A piston, W, is secured to the rod O. Said 

piston W slides in the lower chamber, I, and 
is provided with an upwardly-opening valve, 
Y. A spring, V, secured to the piston W 
and to a fixed part of the device, holds said 
piston, with the rod O and the various parts 
secured to said rod, in position, while leaving 
said parts free to yield in one direction oran 
other om any strain being brought to bear on 

When the piston B is 
raised, the water at the top of the piston B is 
forced out of the spout E. The rise of the 
piston B causes water or fluid to pass out 

55 of the chamber G into the pipe F and into 
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the barrel A to fill the vacuum caused in the 
lower part of the barrel A by the rise of the 
piston B. As fluid passes out of the cham 
ber G, the vacuum caused in said chamber G 
will be filled by fluid passing through the pipe 
K and the valves L., Y, N, U, and S into the 
chamber G. Any water or fluid that should 
spout through the valve S will strike against 
the cup P, and will be thrown by said cup to 
the lower part of the chamber G. Any fluid 
or pressure that should exist at the upper part 
of the chamber G is free to pass to the lower 
part of said chamber through the downwardly 
opening valve Q, and also past the sides of the 
cup P, which are some distance from thesides 
of the chamber G. 
The advantage of the various parts W, M, 

T, R, and Pis that the waterin striking against 
any of said parts will cause a yielding of said 
parts or of the spring V, carrying said parts, 
So that the water in passing from the tube K 
will not strike any fixed part of the machine; 
also, the yielding of the rod O back and forth 
as the water or fluid presses upon the parts 
W, M, T, R, and P will cause an oscillating 
or pumping action of said parts with their 
valves, which pumping action assists the pump 
ing action of the piston B. 

If desired, the cup P and one of the cups 
T R may be omitted; but I prefer to have 
Said Cups, as said cup P prevents water which 
spouts through the valves U S from striking 
against the chamber G and as the cups T. R. 
supplement or assist one another in securing 
motion of the rod O. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent, is 
The combination, with a suction-tube, K, a 

barrel, A, and piston B, and suitable valves 
for said parts, of an upper chamber, G, com 
municating with the barrel A, a lower cham 
ber, I, a tube, H, extending from the lower 
chamber into the upper chamber, a valved 
piston, M, in said tube H, and a spring-pressed 
rod, O, secured to said piston M, said rod be 
ing provided with a valved piston, W, and 
with a cup, substantially as set forth. 
In testimony whereof Ihave hereunto set my 

hand and seal in the presence of two subscribe 
ing witnesses. 

WM. J. HEARN. [L. s.] 
Witnesses: 

W. C. HAUFF, 
IE. F. KASTENHUBER, 
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